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Description - PDF Tools




  
  
AshK , the publisher behind many Android apps (Floating Calculator ,Floating Notes ,PDF Tools (Lite) ,Floating Calculator (Lite) ,PDF Tools ,Xoveno News Demo), brings PDF Tools with a number of new features along with the usual bug fixes. PDF Tools apps has been update to version 1.0 with several major changes and improvements. Apps release that improves performance, provides several new options.

.


If you are Android owner,you now can download PDF Tools for $4.04 from Google Play. The application is supporting English language. It weighs in at only 10MB to download. It is highly advisable to have the latest app version installed so that you don`t miss out on the fresh new features and improvements. The current app version 1.0 has been released on 2014-11-11. The Apple Store includes a very useful feature that will check if your device and iOS version are both compatible with the app. Most iPhone and iPad are compatible. Here is the app`s compatibility information: 4.0 and up
More Info: Find more info about PDF Tools in AshK`s Official Website : mailto:ashkapy@gmail.com


 A premium suite of 14 tools and utilities to perform several operations on PDF files.Tools in LITE version: CREATE - Create PDFs from text or html files. SPLIT - Split a PDF file into multiple ...
 
  It s not reducing file size it s scam       IBRAHIM IBRAHIM 
 refused to update       caroluj kole 
 Bought app to compress pdf files 8mb file compressed Still 8mb once this app is finished At least it changed the file name to compressed pdf No option for refund Will avoid dev in future Was able to shrink same file with 2007 desktop software with more than 50       Rick du Toit 
 This app is rubbish I paid good money and got nothing in return I needed it to reduce pdf file size and it refuses to even open the file I demand a refund      Sultan Sultan Alqarni 
 Often use a comic book format but when I want PDF this is a great go to suite Does what it does well Suspect some types of PDF compress more than others flattening for example Otherwise extract with this your pages resize and re create with this your Acrobat file That d be smaller This suite amazing on a phone especially for the price Try doing this on Windows this cheaply and well                      Great Set of Tools Top notch not magic but excellent Clay C 
 It has the option to reduce the size of a pdf which is the reason I boughzt z app all it does is add compressed to the name of the file and the file size remains thesame I want a refund      Doesn t work John Carr 
 Compressed pdf file is exactly same size with original file Pls fix this is the main reason I bought this app          Need fixing Ariella Tresno 
 Not reducing size I want refund of my money      Well dev no work Kamal Kanna 
 Don t buy it I want my money back Doesn t work a waste      Compression tool Beatrice Morrison 
 Takes 5 years to make a PDF won t even let me refund after 5 min worst PDF app literally useless       Abraham Balekjian 
 Great PDF app Has everything you could ask for I had a request and emailed dev Got a response in less than 5 minutes On top of that the functionality is great and the UI is beautiful                      Awesome Warren Malcolm 
 Does not work at all cant open any pdf files      I want a refund Mohd Asiry 
 Pls fix it pdf size didnt work when i compressd the size size was still 50mb nothings changed       Meirina Utami 
 Used for cropping white borders and it works fine for this Would like to be able to open files from dropbox without having to download to a folder first                   Craig Baker 
 Please add pdf alternate merge option with it Then it will be the best ie merging two pdf with multiple pages               Jeba Kumar 
 I use this app to work with pdf works well thanks for your efforts to continue improving                   Molly Peters 
 Not working properly       Fiverivers Aqua 
 This should not be on app store       Farooq Chouhan 
 The crops works                       Eko Hartono 
 Thanks for updating You included a file picker Awesome and you removed the auto folder installation during compression Awesome I use the app just about everyday Once again app is 5 stars Outstanding                      Outstanding Updates 4 13 2016 David Haley 
 Updated permissions but when I go to select file on my galaxy s6 the directories that are listed are not directories on my device and there s no way to search my device or SD storage Thus I cannot use the app I just paid for There needs to be a help function so we have a way to communicate with developer other than this rating forum      Help UpCycle Builders 
 I cannot access files within folders and the application does not come up within the list of available to select when opening a pdf for the first time      Garbage Sergio Guzman 
 Makes the app completely useless as no files on the storage can be accessed      Can t find files Nav Shaikh 
 Now i can t unlock the files               Manuel Soto 
 I want a refund      I cant access my files Dina Abushaban 
 I hate from last few use older was good no pdf is showing in app useless now a day they stolen money      Latest update poorest Anwar Kasmani 
 Does edits locally so your privacy is protected Works great for sensitive documents                  Great set of pdf tools A Google user 
 Purchased this b c I found the free version extremely useful None of my PDFs even show up in the paid version rendering it completely useless I ve checked all settings u0026 tried opening using with every tool          Needs update Mary Kaiser 
 This app was perfect until the latest update and now I can t bulk merge it lists ALL files rather than in the folder view and it s no longer a selectable option compatible to share to Please give me the downgrade Thanks      REVERSE UPDATE Kim Clark 
 Did not compress a PDF on my tablet That s all I wanted to do so this was a waste of money      Does not compress Ariela Cannady 
 Not worth expense      Not user friendly Google user 
 I had high hopes for this app but the app continually crashes and has other issues when running on my Nexus 6P In addition I am giving this a low rating because I emailed the developer about the issues and never received a response Disappointing after spending nearly 5 on this app       A Google user 
 can t use please update thanks a lot                      Problem in 6 0 kwok hung Lam 
 I bought it to compress some files and it just compressed nearly nothing I want my money back      Good description but quite poor work Panayot Panayotov 
 I like using this app It has almost everything except it would more functional if you could insert and replace a page                      Good App Noella Soares 
 Not working Since Android 6 0 don t buy it refund please no support as well      Scam don t waste your money sankar das 
 Easy settings best results                      Does everything it says it will Mike Angel 
 Good improvements                       Sylvan Mostert 
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